Is This War All About Hate?
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Oftentimes the enemy says something which is a complete lie about their enemies: That their enemies are motivated by "hate". This slang goes into many places: "Hate Speech" and so forth. We see this everyday.

It is true, that there is hate. However, for all of this, hate is not the sole motivating factor. Actually, hate comprises a part only of why this whole war is happening. After one understands the wrongs, one will see hate, but the focus is not this. The focus is in what would have been better and more right were it not of the interference of the enemy.

The enemy was born out of a low, but severe level of hatred. Just read the words of Rabbis, or the Bible. These systems are only reactions out of petty jealousy, hatred, and blind schizophrenic egomaniacs who were out of control. Jews frequently describe looking at the worlds of the Gentiles with hatred, jealousy, and wanting to take them down. Some jews go as far to describe, that they attacked our world because it was beautiful, noble, and spiritual. As history proves, none of this happens even for themselves for the most part. It's just sheer hatred and a few other related emotions.

Their psychology is all about a hateful reaction towards what was more beautiful and more perfect than them. Their psychology has been analyzed by Nietzsche to a great extent. Yes, they are definitely resilient, but cockroaches are also resilient, and without particular purpose in existence. The yids sat on stones in Egypt, looking at Egypt and hating it, because they were useless desert dwellers and rats who had corroded dreams.

They hated what they could not reach and achieve, and they were not the types of people to actually want to advance or make friendships, or advance in a higher path. They wanted to destroy. All of the Bible is nothing but a jewish rant about how much better Pagans were, and how the slimy jew conspired to cause them mental illness, spiritual illness, and physical destruction out of hate.

This hatred almost collapsed all of human history not that long ago, such as in the Middle Ages. Some of their major enemy figures call themselves "The destroyers", like Eli Ravage. Observed from another point, jews are definitely a defunct people, but very strong in hatred, deception, and doing all sorts of other abominations to humanity.
Sure, the power of hate is great, and it is to be respected. We respect hate and we are free to hate. But hate in this case does not create a thing.

Our side is entirely different than them. Certainly so, we can have unrelenting hatred, that can melt steel, last centuries if required. Yet, observe how Gentiles behave. Gentiles have been abused for centuries by the Jews, yet every so often, we collectively "forget", we issue "apologies" and we move past this mentality. People always try to evolve, and some went even as far as to try to make the jews stop hating them, a thing which resulted always in the enemy hatred multiplying and abusing this forgiveness to abuse further.

Why this is the case, is because we were not made to be ghouls of hate and goblins like the jews. There are purposes that expand further than this, and a species needs in this case to forget, and be able to advance and let some things go. For a species that is necessary to advance and has a great future ahead of it, it cannot behave like a destructive parasite all day long dwelling only on one side of the natural force.

Jews supposedly claim to hate the whole planet over things happened to them immeasurable time ago, but that is an excuse. Gentiles have had the worst of the worst heaped upon by jews directly or indirectly by the use of others, but we tend to be "forgiving". This is because life moves on. We are made to create and to destroy, not one of the two.

On the contrary, Gentiles are arising against the enemy now, because of a necessity. Were Gentiles such haters, we would never have the problems we experience today. It takes to reach literally one step before collective enslavement and death, that Gentiles managed to react to anything and fight back. It took for Gentiles a literal knife to close on their throat, to even have a reaction. It took mass enslavement attempts so that even some Gentiles started to CONSIDER that something terrible was going to happen to them by the enemy.

Needless to say, Gentiles, and Whites in particular, are definitely not haters.

Gentiles are builders and builders in general, contrary to parasites, are beings that look after their own work and creation. We don't live to destroy others, but to advance. And insofar this is attacked, then this is when we will react.

This war, on our end, is not based on the sole emotion of hate. It's about innocent species that try to advance, and expand their life and live on. We fight for things we cherish. Contrary to what everyone believes, we don't dwell in hatred all day. Personally, the more I follow this path, I see positivity, light and
hope, more than I see war and hate - these forces balance out in someone and one is at ease. This allows for maximum hatred, but also of kindness, if necessary for such.

Yet, when these states of advancement and purity are confronted by parasites, a spirit of war and hate is necessary to defend what one loves. In this case, loved ones, this world, and the future of this world is not to be conversed about it, and if necessary, we will fight tooth and nail over this.

The enemy may have principalities, kingdoms, weapons, and everything else, but the enemy solely fights on command of hate and nothing else. They are drones and not beings of actual free will that ever had a choice. It’s as if, like the greys, they were created solely to hate, and attack our "Natural World", which they go in great detail in their disgusting writings about. They made a so called "Religion" only to destroy the beauty of all the Gentile ones, and for no other reason in itself.

Lions can exist without ticks and fleas, but ticks define their existence over the existence of how many lions they can eat alive.

Jews without any other Gentiles in this world would be worms that have created nothing and have nothing to feast upon and to hate. They would have no purpose as their purpose was since the beginning to be intruders and slavers to this world.

When you meet our Gods and advance in this path alongside them, you will see, while their hate can be bottomless, they do not do all of this merely out of a desire to dwell on hatred. They have other and higher goals in mind. They will humble and put you in awe at the same time with their wisdom and kindness. Most of the enemy stands way below Satan, and they have invited His Hate, but the purpose of all of this is far higher.

The enemy is a corny liar that preaches ultimate hatred into their own midst, predatory destruction of anyone and anything, and preaches foolish fake light to their enemies, lies that paralyze their enemies and nothing else. These extremes are dysfunctional in this case, and only a war plan by the enemy.

If one wants freedom and peace, one must be ready to fight for it. Ready does not mean one will engage, but readiness is important. If necessary, one might have to fight to the end, however. Now, Gentiles have to fight this spiritual war, and we are here in the first place because of centuries of people not fighting through this war or being unable to do so. And for this reason, more force will be required to finish this parasitical aggression. Eventually, the sky will clear out.
Praised be the Spiritual Warriors of our Gods, because we are the bringers and guardians of peace, and protectors which will impede the worst from happening.
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